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By SHAKESPEARE, W. and DONNO, E. S. and GAY, P.,

Condition: New. Cambridge University Press, 2017. 194p. Paperback. Series: The New Cambridge
Shakespeare. The New Cambridge Shakespeare appeals to students worldwide for its up-to-date
scholarship and emphasis on performance. The series features line-by-line commentaries and
textual notes on the plays and poems. Introductions are regularly refreshed with accounts of new
critical, stage and screen interpretations. This third edition of Twelfth Night retains the text edited
and annotated by Elizabeth Story Donno for the first edition of 1985, and features an updated
introduction by Penny Gay, which focuses on recent scholarship and performance history. Building
on her Introduction to the second edition, Gay stresses the play's theatricality, its elaborate
linguistic games and its complex use of Ovidian myths. She analyses the delicate balance
Shakespeare strikes in Twelfth Night between romance and realism, and explores representations
of gender, sexuality and identity in the text. A selection of new photographs completes the edition.
(Publisher's information). Condition: New.
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ReviewsReviews

It in just one of my personal favorite publication. It is among the most awesome publication i have read. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Delia Rutherford-- Delia Rutherford

This book is great. it was writtern quite flawlessly and helpful. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of your time (that's what catalogs are
for concerning if you ask me).
-- Sterling Kris-- Sterling Kris
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